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My paper with Lukasz Rachel on secular stagnation and fiscal policy summarized here has 
attracted a number of interesting responses including from Martin Wolf, David Leonhardt, 
Martin Sandbu and Brad DeLong and also many participants at the Brookings conference. 
 
I’m gratified that there seems to be general acceptance of the core secular stagnation 
argument. “Normal” policy settings of real interest rates in the 2 percent range, balanced 
primary budgets and stable financial markets are a prescription for stagnation and 
underemployment. Such economic success as the industrial world has enjoyed in recent 
decades has reflected a combination of very low real rates, big budget deficits, private 
leveraging up and asset bubbles.  
 
No one from whom I have heard doubts the key conclusion that a combination of meaningfully 
positive real interest rates and balanced budgets would likely be a prescription for sustained 
recession if not depression in the industrial world.   
 
Notice that this is a much more fundamental argument than the suggestion that the some 
effective lower bound on interest rates may impede stabilizing the economy.  The argument is 
that because of chronic private sector tendency towards oversaving, economies may be prone 
to underemployment and financial stability absent policy responses which are themselves 
problematic.   
 
This is an argument much more in the spirit of Keynes, the early Keynesians, and today's Post-
Keynesians than the New Keynesians who have set the terms for much of contemporary 
macroeconomic discourse both in academia and in the world's central banks. 
 
The central feature of New Keynesian models is an idea that economies have an equilibrium to 
which they naturally revert independent of policies pursued.  Good central bank policy achieves 
a desired inflation target (assumed to be feasible) while minimizing the amplitude of 
fluctuations around that equilibrium. 
 
In contrast contemporary experience, where inflation has been below target almost throughout 
the industrial world for a decade and is expected by markets to remain below target for 
decades, and where output is sustained only by large budget deficits or extraordinary monetary 
policies, suggest that central banks acting alone cannot necessarily attain inflation targets and 
that misguided policy could easily not just raise the volatility of output but also reduce its 
average level. 
 
While there seems to be little doubt that real interest rates--short and long, ex ante and ex post 
-- have declined very substantially even as (other things equal) budget deficits and expanded 
social security programs should have increased them, there remains debate about how to 
analyze these trends. Lukasz and I argue that adjustment to balance saving and investment is 
the best way understand declining real rates. DeLong wonders about changing risk premiums 
and Wolf cites BIS work arguing that low rates reflect the monetary policy regime. There is no 
reason why there needs to be only one cause of low real rates so these factors may enter. But 
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as I expect we will illustrate in the revised version of the paper, the largest part of the low 
frequency variation in ex ante real returns is accounted for by a downward trending factor 
common to all asset prices. This is illustrated for the US in the figure below. So risk premiums or 
factors specific to Treasuries are likely not high order.  
 
Figure: Decline in US real asset returns 

 
 
Granting that secular stagnation is a problem, there is the question of policy response.  The 
right policy response will be the one that assures that full employment is maintained with a 
minimum of collateral problems.  Sandbu argues against the notion of secular stagnation in part 
because he thinks it may lead in unconstructive directions like protectionism and because he 
believes that stagnation issues can be feasibly and relatively easily addressed by lowering rates. 
Wolf, relying on the BIS, is alarmed by the toxic effects of very low rates on financial stability in 
the short run and economic performance in the long run, and prefers fiscal stimulus. Leonhardt 
prefers a broad menu of measures to absorb saving and promote investment.  
 
I am not certain of the right approach and I wish there was more evidence to bring to bear on 
the question.  I can certain see the logic of the "zero is just another number" view, that holds 
that the current environment poses no new fundamental issues but just may require technical 
changes to make more negative interest rates possible.  I am skeptical because (i) I am not sure 
how large the stimulus effect of rates going more negative is because of damage to  banks, 
reduced interest income for consumers, and because capital cost is already not the barrier to 
investment;  (ii) I wonder about the quality of any investment that was not made at a zero rate 
but was made at a negative rate; and (iii) I suspect that a world of significantly negative nominal 
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rates if sustained will be a world of leveraging, risk seeking and bubbles.  I have trouble thinking 
about behavior in situations where people and firms are paid to borrow! 
 
I am inclined to prefer more reliance on reasonably managed fiscal policies as a response to 
secular stagnation: government borrowing at negative real rates and investing seems very 
attractive in a world where there are many projects with high social returns.  Moreover, we are 
accustomed to thinking in terms of debt levels but it may be more appropriate to think in terms 
of sustained debt service levels.  With near zero rates these are below average in most 
industrial countries.  The content of fiscal policies is crucial.  Measures which run up 
government debt without stimulating demand like large parts of the Trump tax cut are ill 
advised.  In contrast measures which promote investment and raise the tax base down the road 
are much more attractive. 
 
There are of course other measures beyond stabilization policies like fighting monopolies, 
promoting a more equal income distribution, and strengthening retirement security for which 
the desire to maintain macroeconomic stability provides an additional rationale. 

 


